Statistical approach for ATR-FTIR screening of semen in sexual evidence.
Genetic identification has revolutionized the Forensic Sciences, especially in sexual aggression cases. For the successful extraction of the genetic information of a criminal, a crucial step is the prior detection of bodily fluids on evidence. In this article, a method for non-destructive screening of semen samples is reported. Using chemometric tools, bodily fluids can be detected and differentiated without damaging the sample, by correlating the infrared spectra of sexual evidence with previously recorded spectra from undamaged stains of individual bodily fluids. In modern hospitals/laboratories, the proposed method would not require additional equipment/material nor specialized personnel. Furthermore, the method provides qualitative and reliable results, without requiring human interpretation. Therefore, the proposed method opens a door for a low-cost, fully automated and efficient system for non-destructive screening of semen, which could be easily and massively implemented.